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## SESSION 1  REAL-TIME HARDWARE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7244 02</td>
<td>Iris matching with configurable hardware (Invited Paper)</td>
<td>R. N. Rakvic, R. P. Broussard, U.S. Naval Academy (United States); D. Etter, Southern Methodist Univ. (United States); L. Kennell, J. Matey, U.S. Naval Academy (United States)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7244 03</td>
<td>Image segmentation based upon topological operators: real-time implementation case study</td>
<td>R. Mahmoudi, M. Akil, Unité Mixte UMLV-ESIEE, CNRS, Univ. Paris-Est (France)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7244 04</td>
<td>Real-time embedded atmospheric compensation for long-range imaging using the average bispectrum speckle method</td>
<td>P. F. Curt, M. R. Bodnar, F. E. Ortiz, EM Photonics (United States); C. J. Carrano, Lawrence Livermore National Lab. (United States); E. J. Kelmelis, EM Photonics (United States)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7244 05</td>
<td>Grayscale image segmentation for real-time traffic sign recognition: the hardware point of view</td>
<td>T. P. Cao, G. Deng, D. Elton, La Trobe Univ. (Australia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7244 06</td>
<td>A comparison between DSP and FPGA platforms for real-time imaging applications</td>
<td>M. Shirvaikar, T. Bushnaq, The Univ. of Texas at Tyler (United States)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7244 07</td>
<td>Hardware architecture to accelerate the belief propagation algorithm for a Wyner-Ziv decoder</td>
<td>T. Horvath, D. He, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Ctr. (United States)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## SESSION 2  REAL-TIME CAMERA SYSTEMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7244 08</td>
<td>Real-time implementation of single-shot passive auto focus on DM350 digital camera processor</td>
<td>M. Gamadia, N. Kehtarnavaz, The Univ. of Texas at Dallas (United States)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7244 09</td>
<td>Real-time development system for image processing engines</td>
<td>S. Goma, R. Gheorghe, M. Alekovic, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., (Canada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7244 0A</td>
<td>Bayer bilateral denoising on TriMedia3270</td>
<td>H. Phelippeau, ESIEE, CNRS, Univ. Paris-Est (France) and NXP Semiconductors (France); M. Akil, ESIEE, CNRS, Univ. Paris-Est (France); B. Dias Rodrigues, Univ. Federal de Minas Gerais (Brazil); H. Talbot, ESIEE, CNRS, Univ. Paris-Est (France); S. Bara, NXP Semiconductors (France)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SESSION 3 REAL-TIME VIDEO PROCESSING

7244 0B Real-time global motion estimation for video stabilization [7244-10]
T. Tajbakhsh, Silicon Image, Inc. (Germany)

7244 0C Selective application of sub-pixel motion estimation and Hadamard transform in H.264/AVC [7244-11]
A. Abdelazim, M. Yang, C. Grecos, D. Ait-Boudaoud, Univ. of Central Lancashire (United Kingdom)

7244 0D Real-time detection and tracking of multiple objects with partial decoding in H.264/AVC bitstream domain [7244-12]
W. You, Information and Communications Univ. (Korea, Republic of) and Univ. of Augsburg (Germany); M. S. H. Sabirin, M. Kim, Information and Communications Univ. (Korea, Republic of)

7244 0E Adaptive interpolation filter method for improving coding efficiency in H.264/AVC [7244-13]
K. S. Yoon, H. W. Cho, Pusan National Univ. (Korea, Republic of)

7244 0F Video calibration for spatial-temporal registration with gain and offset adjustments [7244-14]
C. Lee, J. Lee, G. Seo, Yonsei Univ. (Korea, Republic of)

7244 0G Real-time visual tracking system modelling in MPSoC using platform based design [7244-15]
Z. J. Jia, T. Bautista, A. Núñez, C. Guerra, M. Hernández, Univ. de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (Spain)

SESSION 4 REAL-TIME ALGORITHMS

7244 0H Real-time vehicle detection and tracking based on perspective and non-perspective space cooperation [7244-16]
J. Arróspide, L. Salgado, M. Nieto, F. Jaureguizar, Univ. Politécnica de Madrid (Spain)

7244 0I Real-time vision-based traffic flow measurements and incident detection [7244-17]
B. Fishbain, Tel-Aviv Univ. (Israel) and Univ. of California, Berkeley (United States); I. Ideses, Tel-Aviv Univ. (Israel); D. Mahalel, Technion – Israel Institute of Technology (Israel); L. Yaroslavsky, Tel-Aviv Univ. (Israel)

7244 0J Real-time depth map manipulation for 3D visualization [7244-18]
I. Ideses, Tel-Aviv Univ. (Israel); B. Fishbain, Univ. of California, Berkeley (United States); L. Yaroslavsky, Tel-Aviv Univ. (Israel)

7244 0K Accelerating sub-pixel marker segmentation using GPU [7244-19]
H. Handel, Univ. of Heidelberg (Germany)

7244 0L Fuzzy set and directional image processing techniques for impulsive noise reduction employing DSP [7244-20]
V. Ponomaryov, A. Rosales-Silva, F. Gallegos-Funes, National Polytechnic Institute of Mexico (Mexico)
Correction of artifacts in correlated double-sampled CCD video resulting from insufficient bandwidth [7244-21]
R. H. Philbrick, Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp. (United States)

Unsupervised exposure correction for video [7244-22]
X. Petrova, S. Sedunov, A. Ignatov, Samsung Research Ctr. (Russia)

Determination of vehicle speed in traffic video [7244-23]
M. Mehrubeoglu, Texas A&M Univ.-Corpus Christi (United States); L. McLauchlan, Texas A&M Univ.-Kingsville (United States)

Variable disparity-motion estimation based fast three-view video coding [7244-24]
K. Bae, Samsung Thales Co., Ltd. (Korea, Republic of); S.-C. Kim, Y. S. Hwang, E. Kim, Kwangwoon Univ. (Korea, Republic of)
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